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Description
This book describes how individuals and corporations are using a model in which women, men and nature are linked, not ranked, to improve their relationships, communities, productivity and working environments. Executives, scientists, entrepreneurs, writers and others give voice to the ways they have successfully applied the principles of balance and partnership in their professional and personal lives. Anthropologist Ashley Montagu, ecologists John and Nancy Todd, novelists Ishmael Reed and Isabel Allende, and astronaut Edgar Mitchell are among those who offer practical examples for creating the future.
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From Power to Partnership has 1 rating and 0 reviews. Shows how individuals and corporations are using a model in which women, men and nature are linked, not ranked, to improve their relationships, communities, productivity and working environments. Executives, scientists, entrepreneurs, writers and others give voice to the ways they have successfully applied the principles of balance and partnership in their professional and personal lives. Debbie Coleman of Apple Computers, Ashley Montague and astronaut Edgar Mitchell are among those who offer practical examples for improving the future.